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How To Do The Final Two
Royal  Rumble 2012
Date: January 29, 2012
Location: Scottrade Center, St. Louis, Missouri
Attendance: 18,121
Commentators: Michael Cole, Jerry Lawler, Booker T

We wrap things up here with last year’s show. The Rumble is back to the
thirty entrant variety which is probably the best move all around. The
odds on favorite is Jericho who returned very recently before this show.
Other than that we’ve got Daniel Bryan defending his newly won world
title against Big Show and Henry in a cage, along with Punk defending
against Ziggler. Let’s get to it.

The opening video is of course about going to Wrestlemania.

Smackdown World Title: Big Show vs. Daniel Bryan vs. Mark Henry

Bryan is champion and beat Show at TLC by cashing in his MITB case in 45
seconds. Show beat Henry at the same show and ran over Bryan’s girlfriend
AJ on Raw to set all this up. This is one fall to a finish and it’s
pin/submission/escape. Bryan immediately goes for the corner but Henry
pulls him down and Show runs Bryan over for two. Show crushes Henry
against the cage wall but has to stop to pull Bryan back inside. Bryan
tries to run up again but Show catches him by the ankle and slams him
back in.

Show loads up the WMD but hits the cage wall instead. The champion fires
off some kicks but gets headbutted right back down. Bryan kicks the knee
out even harder and fires off some kicks to Henry to keep the other
monster down. He goes for the door but you know this isn’t ending that
quickly. Henry makes the stop and demands that the referee CLOSE THAT
DOOR. Show superkicks Henry down and it’s his turn to take over for
awhile.
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Bryan gets slammed down but Henry is back up again. A few punches put
Show down because a dozen chair shots usually can’t, but a few punches
can. Actually that’s a great way to keep Henry looking strong. The fans
are cheering for Bryan as Henry and Show collide to put all three guys
down. Show gets back up and clotheslines Bryan down a few times before
superkicking him in the face. The chokeslam is countered and Bryan hits a
tornado DDT on Show for two.

The LeBell (NO!) Lock is put on Show but Henry breaks it up in about a
second. The WMD gets two on Henry but Bryan makes the save, which ticks
Show off. Bryan SPRINTS up the cage but Show chases after him and grabs
Bryan before he can get out. Bryan sits on the top of the cage and pounds
away, only to be caught again. The champion is literally hanging from
Show’s wrist before finally letting go and falling to the floor to retain
the title.

Rating: D+. This really wasn’t all that great. At the end of the day, it
was a lot of the same sequence over and over again with Show and Henry
not having a ton of interaction at all. The ending didn’t look great
either and I’m not sure why Show would just hold him out over the floor
like that. This falls under the category of “…..really?” as it’s hard to
buy Bryan keeping the belt here.

Long video on Cena and all the stuff he does for WWE. The man is insanely
committed to that company.

Divas of Doom/Bella Twins vs. Eve Torres/Alicia Fox/Tamina/Kelly Kelly

The Divas of Doom are Beth and Natalya. Natalya and Tamina start things
off and they collide a few times. Tamina slaps her in the face before
chopping Nattie down for two. Off to Eve for that bouncing moonsault for
two. Since that’s a pretty lame move, Natalya charges her into the corner
and brings in Beth who blocks a rolling splash with knees to Eve’s back.

Off to let’s say Nikki for some basic stomps to the back and a quickly
broken chinlock. Jerry is asked what he likes about the Bellas and he
can’t even get an answer out. Not hot tag brings in Alicia who is
immediately sent into the corner and chinlocked as well. Alicia finally
counters by flipping Nikki forward and makes the actual hot tag to Kelly.



There’s the screaming headscissors and a faceplant for two. Everything
breaks down and almost everyone heads to the floor, where Kelly hits a
HUGE dive to take everyone out. Back in and Beth SLAPS herself in to hit
the Glam Slam on Kelly for the pin.

Rating: D+. This was your usual Divas match: they did their “sexy” spots,
they had barely there outfits, Kelly screamed a lot, Beth beat up Kelly
to end things. One interesting note from a year later: would they even be
able to put together an eight Divas tag now? I’m thinking through the
roster and I don’t know if I can name eight girls on the main shows right
now.

We recap Ryder getting hurt at the hands of Kane. This was during the
period where Ryder went from one of the hottest things in the company and
US Champion to a rag doll that Kane destroyed over and over and over in
the span of a few weeks until his push was completely destroyed. Eve
blamed Cena for Ryder having his back broken for some reason.

Ryder is wheeled in and patronized by Johnny Ace (remember him?). Ace has
a private room set up for Ryder but Eve comes up to yell at Ace first.
Not much here but it’s setting up stuff later on tonight.

Kane vs. John Cena

This is when Kane had the welder’s mask look. Brawl to start with Kane
beating Cena down into the corner as the fans are split on Johnny. A
clothesline puts them both on the floor where Kane is sent knees first
into the steps. Back in and Cena can’t hit the AA on Kane. That makes
sense as after all, Kane is probably 175lbs lighter than Show who Cena
throws around with near ease most of the time.

Kane kicks Cena down and gets two off an uppercut. A suplex gets the same
and it’s off to a chinlock. Cena fights up and is sent into the buckle
for his efforts followed by Kane’s stupid smother hold. John tries to
counter into a Crossface but Kane comes out with a side slam. The idea
here is that Cena can’t get anything going at all. The top rope
clothesline takes Cena’s head off but Cena pops up and hits his shoulder
block.



The Shuffle is countered by a grab of Cena’s throat and a big boot gets
two. Cena blocks a superplex and hits the Shuffle off the top. That’s
certainly a new one. The AA is countered by an elbow to the face and Kane
kicks Cena out to the floor. Booker talks about how Cena is a good kid. I
don’t think I ever recall Cena being called a kid since like 2004. Kane
pounds on Cena in the aisle and that’s a double countout so we can do
this match again next month.

Rating: D+. I know that’s a common theme tonight but it fits here again.
These two didn’t work all that well together and the story was even
worse. Then again, this was nothing more than giving Cena something to do
for a few months until he could get ready for the biggest match of his
career. This didn’t work for the most part.

The fight continues into the back where Kane finds a chair to lay to lay
out Cena. To the shock of no one paying attention, Kane finds the door to
Ryder’s private room and kicks the door in. Ryder is taken to the ring
and tombstoned as Eve screams. Cena comes out to try to save Eve but gets
chokeslammed by Kane who walks away. Ryder does a stretcher job, but
somehow it would get even worse for him in the coming weeks.

BE A STAR!

Zack is wheeled out and Cena is booed for it. That’s the part of this
story that never held up for me: why is this Cena’s responsibility? Ryder
was the United States Champion. He should be able to defend himself.

We get a video on the Rock just like Cena got earlier. It’s shot in the
back of Rock’s car and is more like a mini documentary. It focuses on how
insane Rock’s life is and all of the stuff he does around the world.

Drew McIntyre vs. Brodus Clay

This is right after Brodus redebuted as the Funkasaurus so he was still a
new character at this point. Brodus dances a lot, Drew punches him in the
corner, Brodus headbutts him and hits the cross body (called WHAT THE
FUNK) for the pin in about a minute.

Buy Slim Jims! For the troops!



We recap Punk vs. Ziggler who is challenging Punk on Ace’s behalf. This
is during the “Ace is boring” phase where Punk made fun of him no matter
what he did, so Ace helped Ziggler get a win over Punk to earn a title
shot. Ace is also guest referee tonight just because. He’s openly
admitted he’s going to screw Punk out of the title tonight, so HHH is
going to evaluate his job status the next night on Raw, meaning Ace has
to play nice.

Raw World Title: CM Punk vs. Dolph Ziggler

Punk is defending and Ace is referee. Johnny Ace is John Laurinitis but
that’s a hard name to spell. Before the match, Ace says he’ll be the
outside referee. Ok then. Wait we’re still not ready to go as Ace throws
Vickie out as well. We finally get going and Ziggler tries a quick
Fameasser which is countered into a failed GTS attempt. Punk tells Dolph
it was that close. They feel each other out a bit longer until Ziggler
starts strutting.

Punk finally gets his hands on Ziggler and puts on an abdominal stretch,
complete with a wrapped toe and slicking back his hair ala Ziggler. Dolph
heads to the floor and gets taken out by a suicide dive but shoves Punk
off the top rope once they get back inside. Ziggler drops about eight
elbows in a row and a jumping version gets two. We hit the chinlock with
Ziggler cranking on the head way more than necessary.

The champ starts firing off chops and strikes before getting caught in
the sleeper. That goes nowhere but neither does Punk’s Anaconda Vice
attempt. Back to the sleeper but Dolph can’t get it on all the way.
Instead there’s a perfect dropkick for two on Punk but the Fameasser is
countered into a helicopter bomb for two. A swinging neckbreaker by the
champ puts Dolph into the corner where the knee/bulldog combination
actually works.

The GTS is countered into a slingshot but Punk lands on the middle rope.
He comes off with a spinning cross body but Ziggler rolls through for a
near fall in a cool sequence. The high kick gets two for Punk as does the
Macho Elbow, drawing a Randy Savage chant. The GTS is countered again and
the referee goes down as per the requirement in a world title mach. Punk



hooks the Vice but Ace is checking on the down referee. Then Punk gets a
rollup and there’s STILL no referee.

Ace sends the referee back in as Punk loads up the GTS, but Ziggler’s
legs knock Ace to the floor. Ace sees the pin but refuses to count
because he thinks Punk did it on purpose. Ziggler counters another GTS
attempt into the Fameasser for two before pounding away a bit. The champ
comes back with a slingshot and the GTS gets a pin from both referees to
retain the title.

Rating: B+. This took awhile to get going as we were all waiting on the
Ace stuff. The feud would go on for weeks until Jericho finally showed up
to give Punk someone with charisma to feud with. The near falls at the
end were a lot better than Ace, but it occurs to me that this was pretty
much the same match he had last year. Good stuff though.

Rumble by the Numbers:

30 Superstars

1 winner

31 Hall of Famers in the Rumble

21 main events those Hall of Famers have been in at Wrestlemania

695 entrants who have been eliminated

39 entrants eliminated by Michaels, a record (Kane is second at 35)

13 consecutive Rumbles for Kane

11 eliminations for Kane in 2001

194,107lbs that have been in the Rumble, or over 97 tons, or 430 Big Show

421,883 people who have attended the Rumble

62:12 Rey Mysterio spent in the Rumble in 2006, a record

3 wins for Austin



1 second that Santino lasted in 2009

2 women who have competed in the Rumble

1, the entrant that has produced the same amount of winners as #30 at two
each

27, the entrant with more winners than any other at four

55 percent of winners that have won the title at Wrestlemania

Royal Rumble

The Miz is #1 and talks about how he’s going back to the main event of
Wrestlemania this year. His former apprentice Alex Riley is #2 which
isn’t really surprising given how RANDOM these draws are. I always liked
Riley and he always got a good reaction, which is clearly why he doesn’t
get on TV more. Riley pounds away to start and runs Miz over with a
forearm but walks into a big boot. Maybe it’s the old school fan in me
but I don’t like a 6’0 guy using a big boot. Miz talks trash and low
bridges Riley out with ease.

R-Truth, Miz’s former partner, is #3. Truth fires off some kicks and
avoids the Finale before hitting a kind of powerslam. Miz gets sent to
the apron for the second time but Truth turns his back to watch Cody come
out at #4. A quick Disaster Kick puts Truth down (Cole says it hits Miz
because those two are so hard to tell apart) and Truth gets double teamed
for awhile. He manages to send Cody to the apron but gets caught in the
Reality Check as the clock seems to be speeding up.

Justin Gabriel is #5 and things speed WAY up. A big spinwheel kick puts
Miz down before Cody goes nuts on Gabriel in the corner. Primo is #6 to
keep things low key to start. Actually he speeds things up as well and
hits a sweet headscissors out of the corner to take Gabriel down. Truth
hits the spinning forearm on Cody, only to be dumped out by Miz a second
later. Since he’s still crazy, Truth pulls Miz to the floor and lays him
out on the outside.

Mick Foley is #7 to fire up the crowd a little bit. He dumps Primo almost
immediately before getting beaten on by Cody. Foley looks really old and



slow here but to be fair, he is in fact old and slow. In a HILARIOUS bit,
Ricardo Rodriguez is #8 but comes out in an old banged up, rusted out
rental car. He’s even got the Del Rio scarf to hide some of his hideous
pale body. We get a HUGE Ricardo chant as Foley and Gabriel have no idea
what to do here.

Ricardo takes Cody down and pounds away before proposing an alliance with
Foley of all people. They actually do team up and toss Gabriel, allowing
Ricardo to do a CM Punk knee slide. We keep the comedy going with Santino
at #9 and Ricardo runs from the Cobra. Santino beats on Ricardo and
literally rolls him around the ring before pulling his trunks up and
tossing Rodriguez.

Now we get my favorite spot of the match as Santino puts on the Cobra and
Mick puts on Socko and it’s TIME FOR A DUEL!!! Before they can collide
though it’s Epico at #10 but he falls to the powers of the socks and is
out almost immediately. The socks COLLIDE until Miz and Cody pop back in
(neither was eliminated) and dump Santino. Miz gets Socko but Cody dumps
Mick. Fun comedy bit here to give us a good first act to the match.

Kofi Kingston is #11 and hits a double springboard clothesline before
hitting a double Boom Drop. In at #12 is Jerry Lawler (Cole: “WHAT ARE
YOU DOING???”) and he causes Miz to hit Cody by mistake. Lawler speeds
things up and hits the middle rope punch with the lowered strap, only to
be put out by Cody. Ezekiel Jackson is #13 and gets to do the usual power
moves on each guy while the others lay around.

Jinder Mahal is #14 and the fans start chanting USA, even though the only
two Americans in this match are Rhodes and Miz. Great Khali comes in at
#15 and Mahal panics. Everyone gets chops and Mahal is out in just a few
seconds. Jackson tries to pound away and is put out almost immediately as
well. Hunico is #16 on that stupid bicycle of his and hits a spinning
cross body on Miz and his Angle Slam on Cody.

Khali chops Hunico down as the ring is staying relatively empty. Booker T
is #17 to surprise Cole. You would think he would have noticed that the
man sitting next to him for over two hours wasn’t wearing pants but he
never was considered that bright. Now we get the spot of the match as Miz



shoves Kofi to the floor but Kofi holds himself up by his hands. Miz
shoves Kofi into a handstand but Kingston WALKS ON HIS HANDS ACROSS THE
FLOOR TO THE STEPS to get back in. FREAKING AWESOME MAN!

Dolph Ziggler is #18 as the ring is starting to get full. Hacksaw Jim
Duggan makes his annual return at #19 to pop the crowd huge. He cleans
house for a bit and we get a DOUBLE NOGGIN KNOCKER on Miz and Rhodes.
Cody avoids a charge in the corner though and dumps Duggan in less than a
minute. That’s the best idea at the end of the day. Miz and Cody team up
to put out Booker and Khali at the same time.

We complete the trio with Michael Cole at #20. At the moment we’ve got
Cole, Miz, Rhodes, Kingston, Hunico and Ziggler in the ring. Kharma
returns at #21 in her only WWE match ever. She hits Cole so hard she
knocks his headgear off so Cole eliminates himself. Well he gets to the
apron where King and Booker eliminate him. Ziggler tells Kharma to get
out so she DRILLS him. Kharma dumps Hunico but Ziggler sneaks up and
eliminates her (Booker calls this doing the impossible. Not really Book.)
to a ton of heat.

Sheamus is #22 to give us some A level star power. Well maybe B+ level.
Things speed up with Sheamus destroying everyone and tossing Kofi out.
There are the ten forearms in the ropes to Cody and ten to Miz as well.
The Zig Zag is countered and Road Dogg is another surprise return at #23.
He gets to clean house for a bit and earns a “you still got it” chant. In
far less than 90 seconds, Jey Uso is #24.

Everyone pairs off until Jack Swagger is #25. After a few suplexes
everything settles down into its usual brawling phase until Barrett is
#26. He throws out Roadie and stomps away on a lot of people. David
Otunga gets the lucky spot at #27 and poses a lot before he comes out.
Not a lot happens so Orton comes in at #28 to pick things up a bit.
Remember we’re in his hometown so everyone goes nuts.

Cody breaks up the RKO on Barrett so Randy hits the Elevated DDT on both
Cody and Ziggler at the same time because he can. There’s an RKO to
Barrett and he’s out. Chris Jericho, complete with a blackout of the
arena, makes his return at #29. He’s still a face at this point and dumps



Otunga to a good reaction. Big Show is #30 which was considered a letdown
at the time. Dude, he was world champion a month ago. That’s hardly
Darren Young coming out.

As Show comes in he pulls Swagger out from the floor, giving us a final
grouping of Miz, Rhodes, Ziggler, Sheamus, Orton, Jericho and Big Show.
That’s a pretty solid grouping. Show dumps Cody and Miz at the same time
to get us down to five. Show tosses Ziggler as well to get us down to
four. The big man cleans house but walks into an RKO, allowing Orton and
Sheamus to pick him up and Randy clotheslines him out. Jericho dumps
Orton immediately thereafter and we’re down to two.

The fans are entirely behind Jericho here so Sheamus runs him over a few
times. Jericho’s bulldog is countered but Sheamus can’t throw him over
the corner. Jericho charges into the Irish Curse but Sheamus can’t hit
the High Cross. We get a great false finish with Jericho clotheslining
Sheamus to the apron and then knocking him down to the point where
Sheamus is hanging on by his leg. Sheamus comes back in with the
slingshot shoulder but the Brogue Kick is countered into the Walls.

After the hold is broken Jericho gets knocked to the apron where he
BARELY hangs on. They go to the top rope and both fall to the apron,
meaning if they hit the floor they’re out. Both guys get back in and
there’s the Codebreaker to Sheamus. Jericho gets Sheamus upside down but
can’t get him out. A shot to the face ticks Sheamus off and he catches a
Codebreaker attempt to put Jericho on the apron. The Brogue Kick sends
Sheamus to Wrestlemania.

Rating: A-. This is one of those Rumbles that is great fun as you watch
it live but it loses some steam on a second viewing. They spent a bit too
much time on nostalgia and funny ideas here but they were still really
good ideas. The ending with Sheamus and Jericho ROCKED and I have no idea
why they never got to have a long PPV match. This is a really good Rumble
but it never reaches that excellent level that some of them get to.

Sheamus celebrates a lot to end the show.

Overall Rating: B. The Rumble is a unique show as it has a way to save
itself from a bad first half. That’s what happened here as the last two



matches were certainly good enough to save it from the horrible first few
matches. As usual the last two guys would both get world title shots with
the winner getting the opening match instead of the real main event, but
going on before Rock vs. Cena is hardly torture.

Ratings Comparison

Daniel Bryan vs. Mark Henry vs. Big Show

Original: C-

Redo: D+

Bella Twins/Divas of Doom vs. Alicia Fox/Kelly Kelly/Eve Torres/Tamina

Original: D+

Redo: D+

Kane vs. John Cena

Original: D+

Redo: D+

Brodus Clay vs. Drew McIntyre

Original: N/A

Redo: N/A

CM Punk vs. Dolph Ziggler

Original: B

Redo: B+

Royal Rumble

Original: B+

Redo: A-



Overall Rating

Original: B-

Redo: B

Just like last year, not much difference here.

Here’s the original review if you’re interested:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2012/01/29/royal-rumble-2012/

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of the History of Wrestlemania at Amazon for just $3.99
at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B0188BJRGU

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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